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FOREWORD
My choice for the subject biochemistry of peroxisomes I made
for the following reasons:





I like the subjects’ biology and chemistry.
I find biochemistry quite interesting.
I have a peroxisomal disease
It seemed to me interesting to examine how a peroxisome
works, so I better understand my disease and other
diseases.

I want to thank my father for his guidance in my profile
workpiece. I would also like to thank him for the interpretation of
the scientific texts. Without his help there was no well
understandable research paper!
I want to thank my mother for checking spelling and grammar
errors in my profile workpiece. My mom has help my
understanding of the subject by tested me by asking critical
questions and to helping to articulate my findings. And also she
was a great help in planning and structuring the task. Thanks to
her I have finished my research paper on time.
I was too ambitious in approaching this problem. I wanted to
research every aspect; introducing far too many research
questions, which resulted in that I could not oversee everything.
My parents have guided me along to a more focused research
paper.
I would also like to thank my teacher, Mrs Molendijk, for
answering the questions I had on the design of the research
paper. I would also like to thank her for providing the molecule
building sets, which I was allowed to borrow. Also, I would like
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to thank her for her kind comments after reading the draft of this
paper.
I want to thank Kevin Berendse Msc, researcher Pediatrics
Neurology/Genetic Metabolic Diseases in the AMC, for
supplying all the information material. I would also like to thank
him for answering my detailed questions about the information I
had found myself. In addition, I was very glad that I was allowed
to work with him on the practical assignment of my research
paper. And that he had prepared the trial so superbly.
I would like to thank Merel Ebberink PhD, researcher Pediatrics
Neurology/Genetic Metabolic Diseases in the AMC, for the
presentation she gave for me personally. I would also like to
thank her for giving me a copy of her PhD thesis.
Professor Dr. B.T. Poll-Thé, Pediatric neurologist at the AMC, I
know since my eighth. I thank her for providing the article with
which I began my research. I'm glad she is so proud of me.
I hope she will continue to be my doctor.
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INTRODUCTION
Peroxisomes are organelles within the cell from which very little
is known. There is still a lot of research to be done on
peroxisomes. It is important that knowledge of peroxisomes
grows, because there can go many things wrong inside
peroxisomes. If anything goes wrong, it is called a peroxisomal
disease. Researching on peroxisomal diseases can help
doctors to identify this disease as early as possible. Then they
can treat patients with peroxisomal diseases better.
But in order to do that, one must first know how it works in a
peroxisome. In other words: first the biochemistry of a
peroxisome has to be understood. Only then one can hope to
find effective treatments of peroxisomal diseases. That is why I
have as main research question:
What are the biochemical effects of peroxisomes?
Not everyone knows what peroxisomes are. You do not learn
about them at biology in high school. This is partly because little
is known about the peroxisome. As a result, peroxisomes are
quite unknown organelles. I knew not much of peroxisomes.
That is why I have defined the following sub-question:
What are peroxisomes?
As I said before: If something goes wrong in a peroxisome, it
can cause a peroxisomal disease. I knew only my own illness,
but I knew nothing of other peroxisomal diseases. I wanted to
get a better picture of the peroxisomal diseases out there. Or
the clinical picture which may arise on the malfunctioning of a
peroxisome. Therefore, my next sub-question is:
What is the clinical picture?
9

To know the peroxisomal disease the patient can encounter,
one must first examine what and where something goes wrong
inside the patient. But also one must know why it goes wrong.
These questions can only be answered by watching how a
peroxisome normally functions. That is why I have as next subquestion:
What are the biochemical activities of peroxisomes?
But how can I find out when a peroxisome work and why others
do not? To which aspects do I look? To answer these
questions, I have the following part question figured out:
How to show you that the peroxisomes still functions?
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Reliable source of background knowledge
The research on this paper consists of a theoretical and a
practical part. Most sources that I found for the theoretical part
were pretty scientific. Information on this issue can be hard to
find. And once found, it was difficult to extract from this articles
the information needed for my paper. I have interpreted those
academic sources by making from all these sources a summary
in my own words. That was not an easy job. My parents helped
which checking if I had made the correct interpretation. My
research paper is based on 24 knowledge sources. Examples
of these knowledge sources include wikipedia, internet sites,
scientific articles, a PhD thesis and even a Dutch textbook on
chemistry two centuries old.
Research paper content
In the following chapters explain each of the sub-questions one
by one. In Chapter 1 the peroxisome is introduced. In Chapter 2
I describe the most common syndromes. In Chapter 3 I tell
about three biochemical activities in the peroxisome. In Chapter
4 I give a short summary of the practical assignment. The full
laboratory report is added as annex. In Chapter 5 I culminate all
my collected knowledge about the sub-questions to answer my
main resarch question.
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PEROXISOMES
1.1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Peroxisomes are tiny organelles1. They have a round or oval
shape. The average diameter is between 0.2 and 0.5 μm. The
peroxisome is surrounded by a membrane. The space inside
the membrane is called the peroxisomal matrix. The number of
peroxisomes varies by body cell. For example, there are
hundreds of peroxisomes in the liver cells, while there are
dozens of peroxisomes in skin cells. The average life span of
peroxisomes is around two days, but varies by body cell. In skin
cells is the life about two days. In the liver cells this is shorter.
Inside the peroxisome is among others hydrogen peroxide
present. This is a toxic substance. Due to the presence of this
agressive substance a persoxisoom can rather wear fast.
The difference between peroxisome peroxisomes and other
organelles is that it has an extra thick membrane. The
biochemical processes of the peroxisome are separated from
the rest of the cell through the thick membrane of the
peroxisome.
1.2. BUILDING BLOCKS OF A PEROXISOME
A peroxisome contains at least 63 proteins2. Proteins can be
divided into two categories: proteins necessary for the
construction of a peroxisome and proteins needed for its
internal functioning. For example, the peroxisome contains
hydrogen peroxide. That is an example of a substance that the
peroxisome turns over with the enzyme catalase. Catalase is an
enzyme involved in the internal functioning of a peroxisome.
1

Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘Van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine 1999, p. 1 [2]
2
Benno Beukema, ‘Stofwisselingsziekten - Een inleiding in de aangeboren stoornissen van de stofwisseling’,
Nederlandstalige website [3]
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Catalase is the enzyme I'm going to visualize in the experiment
of Chapter 4. How the hydrogen peroxide is turned over I not go
tell in this research paper. Instead, I will give another example
of a decomposition process in the peroxisome, which is beta
oxidation. This process is explained in Chapter 3.
Enzymes in General:
Enzymes are proteins. They build chemical substances on, or
break they chemically off3. In the digestive system the enzymes
break down substances into smaller substance, until they are
small enough to be absorbed in our body cells. Enzymes work
on specific substance only. They start a chemical reaction by
binding to a substance. That substance is called the substrate.
The connection between enzyme and substrate is called the
enzyme-substrate complex. The substrate fits into a cavity of
the folded enzyme. After a short time, the substrate molecule is
divided in two pieces, and let it go by the enzyme. The enzyme
is unchanged from the reaction. It can be used again for the
same reaction.
Each enzyme has its own chemical reaction with one type of
fabric: the substrate. The number of conversions that an
enzyme can do in a certain time, i.e. the enzyme speed,
depends on the factors temperature and acidity. At the
minimum temperature the enzymes work very slowly. The
higher the temperature, the faster the enzymes start to work.
The faster the enzymes go to work, the more materials there
can be hyphenated. At one point the enzymes reach an
optimum temperature. Here are the most conversions per
second. When the temperature gets higher, there are more
conversions per second. So the enzymes seem to work here
even faster. But when the temperature goes up also a number
3

Dr. Hugo W. Moser en Dr. Stephan Kemp, ‘X-linked Adrenoleukodystrophy Database’, Nederlandstalige
website [1]
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of enzymes gradually break down. At the maximum temperature
are all enzymes are broken. Enzymes also have an optimum
acidity.
The peroxisome is itself also build from a collection of enzymes.
Each enzyme has its own substrate, optimum temperature and
optimum acidity. So, the peroxisome consists of proteins. Both
the membrane as the interior contains proteins. The protiens in
the interior are called matrix protiens. Those proteins are made
outside the peroxisome. The task of the membrane proteins
enzymes during the biogenesis is to get the matrix protiens
inside. Biogenesis is the biological process by which organic
material is formed, in this case the peroxisome. After the
peroxisome biogenesis the task of the membrane enzymes is to
get the substrate inside. A number of examples of substrates of
the peroxisomes are: very-long-chain fatty acids, phytaanzuur,
plasmalogenen, pipecolinezuur, oxalic acid, materials for the
construction of DHA-AA and the forerunner of Cholic acid. With
those substrates the peroxisome can do three things. The
peroxisome can assemble, dismantle or convert the
substances. In Chapter 3 I give an explanation on what
happens with three of those substrates.
1.3. PEROXINS
Some of the proteins of the peroxisome are called peroxins4.
Those protiens are encoded by the PEX genes in the DNA. For
the designation of those peroxins one uses the tag PEX +
number. There are fourteen different types in the human body
known peroxins that cause a disease. Peroxins can work on a
specific private task individually or in groups. Groups with the
same task are called peroxins complexes. One of the tasks of
4

Merel S. Ebberink, ‘Molecular and genetic characterization of peroxisome biogenesis disorders’, proefschrift
Universiteit van Amsterdam (2010), p. 122-123 [23]
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such a complex is: take care of the import of membrane
proteins, which are needed for the construction of the
peroxisome. Another task is that they allow for importing the
matrix enzymes in the peroxisome. A third task of a complex of
peroxins is the import and export of the substrate.
1.4. PEROXISOME BIOGENESIS
About the peroxisome biogenesis of the there are different
theories5. There is much debate about how a peroxisome
develops. Currently, there are two common theories about the
origin of a peroxisome.
The first theory: biogenesis of the peroxisome organelle from
the Endoplasmic Reticulum (also called ER). It begins with the
formation of the peroxisomal membrane. The membrane
proteins are imported into the membrane. That goes like this:
the membrane proteins are made outside the peroxisome.
Some proteins are built into the peroxisome membrane and
support to get the other membrane and the matrix enzymes into
the peroxisome. This theory is shown in Figure 1.

5

Drs. Kevin Berendse, onderzoeker Pediatrics Neurology / Genetic Metabolic Diseases, AMC Amsterdam,
persoonlijke communicatie [4]
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Figure 1: Peroxisome biogenesis from the Endoplasmatic Reticulum.
Source: drs. Kevin Berendse [4]

The second theory: from the peroxisome biogenesis itself. The
peroxisome contains the PEX 11 protein. PEX 11 is
responsable (partly) for the splitting of the peroxisome. So by
the activity of PEX 11 (among others) new peroxisomes are
created. This theory is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Biogenesis using among other PEX 11.
Source: drs. Kevin Berendse [4]
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The just formed peroxisomes are basically empty organelles. To
function they must be filled with membrane- and matrix proteins.
Below, I'm going to tell you how membrane and matrix proteins,
and the substrate of the peroxisome, are in im- and exported.
As I already described in the previous paragraph, many of the
peroxins are responsible for the import of membrane and matrix
proteins. In Figure 3 is an overview of almost all proteins in the
membrane can be found.
To import cell membrane proteins the complex PEX 3, PEX 16
and PEX 19 is needed. Outside the membrane, in the interior of
the cell (cytosol), PEX 5 and PEX 7 are present. PEX 5 can
recognize proteins, such as catalase, with a PTS1 signal. A
PTS1 signal is a kind of postal code that this is a substrate for
the peroxisome. The PTS1 signal is needed to pass a controller
enzym in the membrane.The controller is also known as the
Receptor. Receptors ensure that not all proteins can go in the
peroxisome. There are two receptors: Receptor 1 and Receptor
2. There are two receptors, because there are two PEX proteins
are that provide for the transport of proteins. They are also
called PTS1 Receptor and PTS2 Receptor. When a substrate is
bound to a Recepor, it is recognized by a PEX-protein. PEX 5
binds with the protein with a PTS1 signal so that the protein can
go within the peroxisome. PEX 7 can recognize proteins with a
PTS2 signal and binds it to itself. Bound to PEX 7 the protien
can enter the peroxisome. In other words: the cooperation
between PEX 5 and the PTS1 signal on one hand and PEX 7
and PTS2 signal on the other hand ensure the transport of
proteins in the peroxisome.
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Figure 3: Pex and and other proteins of a peroxisome
Source: PeroxisomeDB 2.0 [25], Peroxisomal pathways for Homo Sapiens

PEX 5 and PEX 7 bind themselves hereafter to PEX 13 and
PEX 14. These two peroxins sit in the membrane. Also PEX 2,
PEX 10 and PEX 12 together form a complex. This complex
ensures that a protein is brought back across the membrane.
Finally the complex PEX 1, PEX 6 and PEX 26 ensure that the
PEX 5 or PEX 7 protiens are brought back to the cytosol. Thus
begins the cycle of insertion of protein in the peroxisome over
and over again.
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PEROXISOMAL DISEASES
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Peroxisomes are organelles with an important function6. If
something goes wrong in a peroxisome, this manifests in a
peroxisomal disease. There are several peroxisomal diseases,
all with severe symptoms. In the next chapter I tell what there
biochemical in a peroxisome goes wrong. In this chapter I tell
about the family of peroxisomal disorders.
2.2. SYMPTOMS OF PEROXISOMAL DISEASES
Peroxisomal diseases are hereditary7. The formation of the
peroxisomes and peroxisomal enzymes is encoded in the DNA,
in the form of genes. There are fourteen known genes which
are involved in the coding for the proteins embedded in the
structure of the peroxisomal membrane. If there is a mutation in
such peroxisomal membrane gene, the mutation leads to a
peroxisomal disease. Those genes are called the PEX genes
(see Chapter 1). Mutations are changes in the DNA code.
Mutations in the PEX genes have the effect that peroxisomes
are not working properly.
There are two types of peroxisomal defects. The first is that a
particular matrix enzyme inside the peroxisome does not work.
This is called peroxisomal enzyme deficiency. It could also be
that the matrix enzymes work correctly, but that the membrane
proteins do not work properly. This is called a peroxisomaal
biogenesis defect (PBD).
6

Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine, 1999, blz 1 [2]
7
Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine, 1999, blz 4 [2]
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A number of examples of peroxisomal diseases:
1. X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy (X-ALD)8. This is the most
common peroxisomal disease. It is connected to an X
chromosome. In the beginning these patients develop
normally. Later they get bothered by symptoms as troubled
hearing and seeing, paralysis, seizures and dementia. It is
an example of a peroxisomal enzyme deficiency.
2. Neonatal adrenoleukodystrophy 9. Children with this
disease have no distinctive look. They can have seizures
shortly after their birth. In the first year they develop
normally. But then they go backwards. This disease is an
example of a peroxisomaal biogenesis defect.
3. The infantile Refsum Syndrome4. Children with this
disease have a distinctive look. They have a high forehead
and a large fontanel. The fontanel is a part of the skull of
young children that have not yet been paved. They have
no or little ear lobes and an enlarged liver. They remain
back in mental development. They have congenital retinal
abnormalities, which manifest in bad sight. They also
abnormalities in their hearing nerves, which result in
hearing bad. The development of these children is much
better than the children with the syndrome of Zellweger.
They can reach puberty or maturity. This disease is an
example of a peroxisomaal biogenesis defect.
4. The syndrome of Zellweger10. This is the most serious
peroxisomal disease. These children are from birth very
weak. They have liver disease making them often see
yellow. They cannot see by congenital retinal
8

Dr. Hugo W. Moser en Dr. Stephan Kemp, ‘X-linked Adrenoleukodystrophy Database’, Nederlandstalige
website [1]
9
Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine, 1999, blz 4 [2]
10
Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine, 1999, blz 4 [2]
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abnormalities, like patients with Refsum's syndrome. Also,
they can not hear well by damage to the hearing nerves.
They often have seizures. They look in appearance so
special that a physician could recognize them directly.
They usually not survive their first year. This disease is an
example of a peroxisomaal biogenesis defect.
My own disease can be classified in the Zellweger spectrum.
The difference between Zellweger spectrum and the syndrome
of Zellweger is that a spectrum is a collection of peroxisomal
disorders. Syndrome is a disease where the cause is not know
(Meanwhile the cause is known, so ' syndrome ' is a historical
name). A syndrome is also a number of clinical symptoms that
occurs among a group of similar patients. That is how the term
syndrome has to be interpreted in my case. The cause of my
disease is known; a mutation prevents the PEX 1 protien to
function correctly.
In addition to the very serious disease classified as the
syndrome of Zellweger, there are also milder variants in the
Zellweger spectrum, for example me. In my DNA it is genetic
defect found, I have a PEX1 mutation. This is the most common
mutation11.
My hearing and vision is impaired, and I have to adjust my
diet12. I may not eat nuts, fish and ruminant fats, because they
contain phytanic acid. I cannot disassemble phytanic acid,
resulting in accumulation of phytanic acid in my body.
Accumulation of phytanic acid can lead to heart disease.

11

Merel S. Ebberink, Molecular and genetic characterization of peroxisome biogenesis disorders, proefschrift
Universiteit van Amsterdam (2010), [23], hoofdstuk 2
12
Drs. Kevin Berendse, onderzoeker Pediatrics Neurology / Genetic Metabolic Diseases, AMC Amsterdam,
persoonlijke communicatie [4]
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I need to get the substance DHA-AA as diet supplement 13,
because the peroxisome can make no DHA. DHA is important
for the development of the nervous system and the retina.
However, if I just get DHA, then the concentration of AA drops
automatically. This is demonstrated by research13. That is why
the supplement consists of both DHA and AA.
My body makes the intermediate of bile acids, but can't convert
it into the final product12. In the meantime my body continues to
produce the intermediate product. The intermediate product is a
toxic bile acid. Since half a year I participate in a medical
experiment where I get bile acid capsules to avoid my body to
make toxic bile acids.
Phytanic acid, DHA and bile acid are the substances I will use
in the next chapter as examples for the biochemical processes
in a peroxisome.

13

Drs. Kevin Berendse, onderzoeker Pediatrics Neurology / Genetic Metabolic Diseases, AMC Amsterdam,
persoonlijke communicatie [4]
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BIOCHEMISTRY
INSIDE THE PEROXISOME
3.1. INTRODUCTION
Many different biochemical activities take place in the
peroxisome14. To describe all those biochemical activities would
too much and too complicated for this research paper. That is
why I will focus on a few examples of those activities.
The peroxisome provides:
 the partial synthesis of DHA-AA.
 the degradation of phytanic acid.
 the conversion of the precursor of cholic acid
In this chapter I'm going to work out those three examples of
biochemical activities.
3.2. DHA-AA SYNTHESIS
3.2.1. OMEGA-3 FATTY ACIDS

DHA is an omega-3 fatty acid15. Omega-3 fatty acids are
essential fatty acids, they are essential because the body can
not create them. The abbreviation DHA stands for Docosa
Hexaenoic Acid. DHA is a mono unsaturated fatty acid. It is a
long-chain-fatty acid. It is common in seafood, such as fish and
shellfish16. The human body can create DHA from the omega-3
fatty acid alpha-linolenic acid (ALA)17. The conversion of ALA is
tricky; about 8% of ALA can be converted into EPA (an
intermediate substance), and only 4% can be converted from
14

Benno Beukema, ‘Stofwisselingsziekten - Een inleiding in de aangeboren stoornissen van de stofwisseling’,
Nederlandstalige website [3]
15
Wikipedia, Docosahexaeenzuur [8]
16
Voedingscentrum Encyclopedie-Omega 3 [14]
17
Wikipedia, Omega 3 fatty acids – list of omega 3 fatty acid [5]
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EPA to DHA18. DHA is an important substance for the
development of the nervous system. It is also an important
substance for the development of the retina.
The elements carbon (C), hydrogen (H) and oxygen (O) are
found in DHA and in other omega-fatty acids. Fatty acids are
chains of hydrocarbons with an acid head. Hydrocarbon is a
bond between carbon and hydrogen: C-H. There are two types
of bonds between hydrocarbons: single bonds and double
bonds. A single bond looks like this: C-C. A double bind looks
like this: C = C. Substances with only single bonds are called
saturated fats. Substances with one or more double bonds are
unsaturated fats. The omega fatty acids are unsaturated
substances with the first double bond n number of steps from
the omega side (see Figure 4). There can be one or more
double bonds in the fatty acid chain.

Figure 4: General structure formulas for saturated and unsaturated fatty acids.
Source: Pure Voeding Blogspot [26], De chemische structuur van vet.

DHA consists of 22 carbon atoms, 32 hydrogen atoms and two
oxygen atoms. DHA can also be written as C22H32O2. This is
called a chemical formula.

18

J.T. Brenna, ‘Efficiency of conversion of alpha-linolenic acid to long chain n-3 fatty acids in man’, Curr Opin
Clin Nutr Metab Care. 2002 Mar;5(2):127-32 [24]
24

Figure 5: Structural formula DHA
Source: Wetenschappelijk informatie over visolie [16]

The ‘acid’ part of the DHA contains one carbon atom, two
oxygen atoms and one hydrogen atom. This is called a
Carbonyl group: COOH. This side of the fatty acid is called the
delta side. The other side of the fatty acid (ends with CH3) is
called the omega side (see Figure 5). DHA is also noted in this
way: C22: 6n-3. C22 represents the number of carbon atoms, 6
stands for a total of six double bonds, and n-3 indicates that the
first double bound is at position 3 from an omega side.
3.2.2. OMEGA-6 FATTY ACID

AA is an omega-6 fatty acid19. Omega-6 fatty acids, like omega3 fatty acids, are essential fatty acids. The abbreviation AA
stands for Arachidonic Acid20. AA is a polyunsaturated fatty
acid. It is found in animal fats and vegetable products. It is in
the human body formed from linoleic acid and gamma-linolenic
acid21.

19

Wikipedia, Arachidonzuur [9]
Wikipedia, Omega 6 fatty acids – list of omega 6 fatty acid [6]
21
Voedingscentrum Encyclopedie- Omega-6 [13]
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AA consists of 20 carbon atoms, 32 hydrogen atoms and
2 oxygen atoms. The molecular formula of AA is C20H32O2.
It is a chain of carbon atoms with hydrogen atoms, like DHA.

Figure 6: Structural formula AA
Source: Wikipedia, Omega 6 fatty acids [6]

AA has, like DHA, an ‘acid’ part that consists of one carbon
atom, two oxygen atoms and one hydrogen atom: COOH. The
other format for AA is C20: 4n-6. It has in total four double
bonds and n-6 indicates that the first double bond is on position
6 from the omega side.
3.2.3. SYNTHESIS

The peroxisome is responsible for the partial assembly of DHAAA22. Another word for assembly is synthesis. Most of the
synthesis of fatty acids is done in the cytoplasm, outside the
peroxisomes. In the cytoplasm fatty acids are made with a chain
up to 16 carbon atoms23. Longer chains of fatty acids are built
by other enzyme systems, such as those inside the peroxisome
and endoplasmatic reticulum (ER).

22

Prof. Dr. B.T. Poll-The en Prof. Dr. P.G. Barth, ‘van kleine dingen... over peroxisomen, onzichtbare fabriekjes
met een grote betekenis’, De specialist aan het woord, UMC Magazine, 1999, blz 3 [2]
23
Lubert Stryer, ‘Biochemistry”, Freeman New York 1988, H20: fatty acid metabolism) [17]
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DHA Synthesis:
The substance alpha-linolenic acid gets in the ER an additional
double bound24. This is called Δ6-desaturation. Δ6-desaturation
means that at the sixth place from the delta side a single bond
turns into a double bound25. The next step should have been a
Δ5-desaturation. However, two double bounds can not exist
directly next to each other. Therefore the fatty acid chain is
extended with two carbon atoms at the delta side. This
extension is called elongation. After this elongation the
Δ5-desaturation could be applied. This chemical reaction is
nearly equavalent to a Δ6-desaturation, with the only difference
that the double bond is introduced at the fifth place from the
delta side. The synthesis continues with two additional
elongations, followed by the introduction of another double
bound by Δ6-desaturation. The chain is now longer than the
final product DHA, so two carbon atoms have to be cut off. This
can only be done in the peroxisome. The cut off is performed by
a bèta-oxidation at the delta side.
AA Synthesis:
The substance linolenic acid gets in the ER an additional
double bound through Δ6-desaturation. This if followed by an
elongation and a Δ5-desaturation, equivalent with the first
synthesis steps of DHA.
On the next page the synthesis of the DHA-AA is shown
schematically:

24

Sacha Ferdinandusse, Simone Denis, Petra A. W. Mooijer, Zhongyi Zhang, Janardan K. Reddy, Arthur A.
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DHA-AA Synthesis
DHA Synthesis

AA Synthesis

In the ER
C18:3n-3 (ALA)
Δ6-desaturation

C18:4n-3
Elongation

C20:4n-3
Δ5-desaturation

C20:5n-3

In the ER
C18:2n-6 (linolenic acid)
Δ6-desaturation

C18:3n-6
Elongation

C20:3n-6
Δ5-desaturation

C20:4n-6 (AA)

Elongation

C22:5n-3
Elongation

C24:5n-3
Δ6-desaturatie

C24:6n-3
In the peroxisome
C24:6n-3
Bèta-oxidation

‘
C22:6n-3 (DHA)
Table 1: DHA-AA Synthesis (Table is a summary of a corresponding table in [15])
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DHA Synthesis:

step 1: ALA

step 2: C18:4n-3

step 3: C20:4n-3

step 4: C20:5n-3

step 5: C22:5n-3

step 6: C24:5n-3

step 7: C24:6n-3

step 8: DHA
Figure 7: DHA synthesis visualised with moleculair construction sets.
Source: Karlijn Elias
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AA Synthesis:

step 1: linolenic acid

step 2: C18:3n-6

step 3: C20:3n-6

step 4: AA
Figure 8: AA synthesis visualised with moleculair construction sets
Source: Karlijn Elias

The peroxisome has in the synthesis of DHA-AA an important
function in the final step of making the product DHA.
3.3. PHYTANIC ACID DEGRADATION
3.3.1. DESCRIPTION

Phytanic acid is a branched fatty acid26. It occurs mainly in fish
products, nuts and products of ruminants. It consists of
20 carbon atoms, 40 hydrogen atoms and 2 oxygen atoms. The
molecular formula of phytanic acid is C20H40O2. Phytanic acid
has a chain of 16 carbon atoms with 4 methyl groups as
branches. Methyl has the molecular formula CH3.

26

Wikipedia, Fytaanzuur [10]
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Figure 9: Structural formula phytanic acid
Bron: Wikipedia, Phytanic acid [7]

By the many methyl branches phytanic acid is hard to break
down in the mitochondria. Instead the phytanic acid is
disassembled in the peroxisome by means of alpha and bètaoxidation. Another word for disassembly is degradation.
3.3.2. DEGRADATION PROCESS

To start the degradation process the substrate is first activated
by a coupling to an enzyme, acyl-CoA synthetase (Coënzyme
A, abbreviated to acyl-CoA)27. In Figure 10 acyl-CoA is
indicated with a green atom, although in reality the enzyme is a
large molecule. After the activation alfa-oxidation takes place.
Alfa-oxidation is the proces by which fatty acids are shortened
with one carbon atom by an oxidative decarboxylation. The
result is carbon dioxide (CO2) en pristanic acid (which consists
of 19 carbon atoms). So, pristanic acid has one carbon atom
less than phytanic acid, but the structure formula is nearly the
same. Pristanic acid is also activated by acyl-CoA. After the
activation the chain is shortened by applying bèta-oxidation four
times. In some circumstances the effect of bèta-oxidation is the
removal of 3 carbon atoms. The product of this reaction is
propionyl-CoA. In other circumstances the effect of bètaoxidation is the removal of 2 carbon atoms. The product of this
reaction is acetyl-CoA. The products acetyl and propionyl can
be converted into energy in the citric acid cycle.28
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Ronald J.A. Wanders, Jasper Komen, and Sacha Ferdinandusse, ‘Phytanic acid metabolism in health and
disease’, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta. 1811 (2011) 498–507 [21]
28
Lubert Stryer, ‘Biochemistry’, Freeman New York 1988, H20: fatty acid metabolism [17]
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Schematic overview disassembly phytanic acid:
Phytanic acid: C20
Acyl-CoA
synthetase

Phytanic acid +CoA
Alfa-oxidation
CO2

Pristanic acid: C19
Acyl-CoA
synthetase

Pristaanzuur+CoA
Bèta-oxidation
Propionyl-CoA

C16+CoA
Bèta-oxidation
Acetyl-CoA

C14+CoA
Bèta-oxidation
Propionyl-CoA

C11

Further disassembly in
mitochondria
Table 2: phytanic acid degradation
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Disassembly phytanic acid:

step 1: phytanic acid

step 2: activated phytanic acid

step 3: pristanic acid
+

step 4: activated pristanic acid

step 5: C16 + CoA

+

The next steps are illustrated on the next page
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step 6: C14 + CoA

+

step 7: C11

+

Further degradation in mitochondria
Figure 10: Phytanic acid degradation visualised with moleculair construction sets
Source: Karlijn Elias
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3.4. CHOLIC ACID CONVERSION
3.4.1. DESCRIPTION

Cholic acid is a primary bile acid29. Bile acids are substances
that have an important role in the emulsification of water
insoluble nutrients, such as fat. The molecular formula of cholic
acid is C24H40O530.

Figure 11: Structural formula cholic acid
Source: Wikipedia, Cholic acid [27]

3.4.2. CONVERSION PROCESS

The peroxisome converts the substance THCA (including 27
carbon atoms) to cholic acid31. THCA is an abbreviation of
TriHydroxy-Cholestanoic Acid.
In the liver cholesterol is converted in five steps in THCA. THCA
is then transported to the peroxisome can be converted in to in
cholic acid. The process is started by activating THCA with
CoA. The substrate THCA has, even after this activation, the
wrong isomeric form. Isomers are compounds with the same
molecular formula, but with one of the bindings mirrored. This is
also called a stereoisomer. The enzyme racemase handles the
29

Instituut voor Permanente Studie voor apothekers, Farmamozaïek – Cholzuur, Nederlandstalige website [18]
A.P.N. Franchinont, ‘Koolstof en Hare Verbindingen: Leiddraad bij de studie der soo gename organische
chemie’, Leiden, 1878 1e druk [19]
31
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Biophysica Acta, 1763 (2006) 1427–1440 [22]
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convesion of 25e carbon bond in THCA of R-form to the Sshape. The R-and S-form are stereoisomers of THCA. In Figure
12 is this conversion is visualized. Please note the change in
the red marked area where the H-atom and the methyl group
take each other place. In this visualization a black triangle
indicates that the group is located above the surface of the
molecule structure. The dotted triangle indicates that the group
is located below the surface of the molecule structure. This
same format can also be seen in the visualization of phytanic
acid in Figure 9.

Figure 12: Conversion of R-form of THCA (structural formula left) to S-shape THCA
(structural formula right)
Source: Sacha Ferdinandusse and Sander M. Houten, ’Peroxisomes and bile acid
biosynthesis’, Biochimica et Biophysica Acta, 1763 (2006) 1427–1440 [22]

Now that THCA is in the S-shape the carbon chain can be
shorted by bèta-oxidation. In this case three carbon atoms are
removed, the substrate is shortened from C27 to C24. The
result is cholic acid. In this reaction also propionyl-CoA is
created.
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Conversion cholic acid
THCA-(25) R
CoA

THCA-(25) R + CoA

THCA-(25) S
Bèta-oxidation
Propionyl-CoA

Cholic acid
Table 3: Conversion cholic acid
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Conversion cholic acid:

step 1: THCA-R

step 2: THCA-R+

step 3: THCA-S+

step 4: Cholzuur+
propionyl
Figure 13: Conversion cholic acid visualised with moleculair construction sets
Source: Karlijn Elias
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3.5. THE RATIONAL BEHIND THIS THREE EXAMPLES
Inside a peroxisome many biochemical activities take place32.
I have chosen to select three of those activities and to work
their process out in detail. These are the reasons for my choice:
First of all, I think that to explain to all activities would be too
much for a research paper at this level. The final version of the
paper is 120 pages, including other biochemical activities would
make it even thicker. Another example of synthesis could have
been: the formation of plasmalogenen. Another example of
degradation could have been the decomposition of
pipecolinezuur. Another example of conversion and their byproducts could have been the production of oxalic acid.
Secondly, the substances phytanic acid, cholic acid and DHA
are precisely the adjustments in my own diet.
Finally: a defect in the peroxisome can go wrong in any of the
three processes:
1. Synthesis
2. Degradation
3. Conversion
If something goes wrong in one of the this processes, this will
manifest in a peroxisamal disease as introduced in Chapter 2.
In this chapter I have given an example of each of the
processes.
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Merel S. Ebberink, ’Molecular and genetic characterization of peroxisome biogenesis disorders’, proefschrift
Universiteit van Amsterdam (2010) [23]
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This is the answer the question ' why these three activities? ':
The peroxisome has way too many and complicated activities.
Also, the three substances in this chapter I have worked out are
my diet adjustments. In addition, in the peroxisome something
can go wrong at synthesis, degradation or conversion of
substances. An example of each process is given.
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DEMONSTRATION OF
ACTIVITY IN A PEROXISOME
(PRACTICAL ASSIGNMENT)
4.1. INTRODUCTION
On 17 October 2014 I went to a laboratory in the Academic
Medical Centre in Amsterdam, to perform an experiment
together with researcher Kevin Berendse. My research question
was: ‘How to proof that peroxisomes are still perform
biochemical activity?’. This research question I have answered
by performing an experiment on living cells. In the annex the
complete investigation report can be found. In this chapter I
discuss the results and the conclusion of this experiment.
4.2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Together with researcher Kevin Berendse we have looked what
the procedure is to measure the activity of peroxisomes inside a
cell.
In preparation Kevin Berendse has grown two cultures of
human skins cells; one culture of a healthy person and one
culture of a person with a PEX 1 mutation.
In Chapter 1, I have told that the enzymes and proteins can be
divided into two groups. Group 1: enzymes and proteins which
are active in the membrane of a peroxisome. Group 2: enzymes
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and proteins which are active inside the matrix of the
peroxisome.
Demonstration activity inside a peroxisome:
To demonstrate the function of the peroxisome, the enzyme
catalase added to the skin cells. As I described in Chapter 1
catalase has a function in the peroxisome in converting
hydrogen peroxide. In the healthy skin cells catalase is
transported into the interior of the peroxisome. By inspecting the
skin cells under a microscope (after immunofluorescence
colouring of the culture) it can be seen that the peroxisomes of
healthy persons have absorbed the catalase. In the skin cells of
persons with a PEX 1 mutation the catalase is not absorbed,
which indicates that the transport mechanisms through the
membrane are not functioning. Catalase is still visible with
immunofluorescence colouring, but the catalase is distributed
over the cytosol and not concentrated in peroxisomes.
Demonstration of the presence of peroxisome
Catalase would also be distributed over the cytosol if no
peroxisomes were present. To demonstrate the presence of
peroxisomes, we have used a protein that is needed to build up
the peroxisomaal membrane. This protein is called PMP7033. In
healthy skin cells the protein is built into the peroxisomaal
membrane. It binds to the protein complex of PEX 3, PEX 16
and PEX 19. After immunofluorescence colouring for this
protein is clearly concentrated inside the peroxisomes. The
other culture has mutation of PEX 1, which has nothing to do
with the complex PEX 3, PEX 16 and PEX 19. After coloring the
peroxisomes are also visible under the microscope. The
33
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persoonlijke communicatie [4]
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peroxisomes are present, but there are significantly less than
present inside a healthy person.
4.3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
As can be seen from the previous section; PMP70 indicates that
peroxisomes are present.
With catalase show you that the peroxisome works. For the
transport of catalase through the membrane the transport
protein PEX 5 is required. PEX 5 leaves the peroxisome by
binding with a protein complex in the membrane (PEX 1, PEX 6
and PEX 26). PEX 5 conveys the peroxisome in catalase by
binding with another protein complex in the membrane (PEX 2
PEX, PEX 10 and 12). By a defect in one of the other PEXproteins in the membrane PEX 5 can not do its work.
If PEX 5 can't do its work, then catalase may not be transported
into the peroxisome. With catalase concentrated in the
peroxisomes you can show that the peroxisome still work.
When the catalyse enzyme can be found inside the peroxisome
one can conclude that the transport through the membrane is
still functional.
The prediction is that in a healthy person the peroxisomes will
be visible with immunofluorescence colouring for both the
catalase and PMP70 protiens. The prediction is that for a
person with a PEX 1 mutation the peroxisomes will not visible
with immunofluorescence colouring of the enzyme catalase.
The transport through the membrane does not function in that
case. The peroxisomes will be visible with immunofluorescence
colouring of the protein PMP70. The peroxisomes are still built,
even for a person with a PEX 1 mutation.
The immunofluorescence microscope was linked to a computer
so that the images could be enlarged and I also could see the
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cells well. We could also select and save pictures. Below is a
table with the results, how the pictures should be intepreted.
The pictures of the skin cells themselves are below the table.
Healthy skin cell
PEX 1 mutation
skin cell

Catalase
Peroxisomes
visible (Photo 2)
Peroxisomes not
visible (Photo 1)

PMP70
Peroxisomes
visible (Photo 4)
Peroxisomes
visible, but fewer
(Photo 3)

Table 4: Resultats experiment

Photo 1: PEX 1 mutation peroxisome with catalase Photo 3: PEX 1 mutation peroxisome with PMP70

Photo 2: Healthy peroxisome with catalase

Photo 4: Healthy peroxisome with PMP70

Interpertation results:
On Photo 1 two green, fuzzy ovals are visible; those are the
outlines of two skin cells. In the lower cell is there a brighter
circle visible; that is the cell nucleus. On Photo 2 there are lots
of bright green specks in the ovals; those are the peroxisomes.
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Catalase is active in these peroxisomes. On Photo 3 there are
small green speckles, which are peroxisomes where PMP70
concentrates. There are clearly many more peroxisomes
present on Photo 4, in the skin cells of a healthy person.
From this it can be concluded that the person with a PEX 1
mutation has peroxisomes, but they do not function well. There
are also less peroxisomes compared to a healthy person.
So we can formulate the answer to the research question 'How
to show that the peroxisomes still function? ':
By providing an enzyme that has a function inside the
peroxisome, you can prove that the transport mechanism still
works. With protein that has a function in the construction of the
peroxisome, you can demonstrate that peroxisomes are
present.
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CONCLUSION
5.1. INTRODUCTION
In this research paper I have mainly sought to answer the
research question:
What are the biochemical effects of peroxisomes?
In order to answer this research question, I answered four subquestions:
1. What are peroxisomes?
2. What are peroxisomal diseases?
3. What are the biochemical activities of peroxisomes?
4. How to show that the peroxisomes still function?
5.2. SUB-QUESTIONS
5.2.1. SUB-QUESTION 1: WHAT ARE PEROXISOMES?

Peroxisomes are organelles that have an important function in
synthesis, degredation and conversion of long-chain fatty acids.
5.2.2. SUB-QUESTION 2: WHAT ARE PEROXISOMAL DISEASES?

There are several peroxisomal defects. The manifestation of the
disease is per defect different. But all defects have in common
that that they lead to severe disability and/or premature death.
Common problems have to do with the senses and the nervous
system.
5.2.3. SUB-QUESTION 3: WHAT ARE THE BIOCHEMICAL
ACTIVITIES OF PEROXISOMES?

1. Peroxisomes break down long-chain fatty acids by alpha and
beta oxidation. Phytanic acid, for example, goes through a
sequence of activation, alpha-oxidation and repeated betaoxidation to be converted in a shorter fatty acid chain. The
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shorter fatty acid chain can be further degradated in the
mitochondria.
2. Peroxisomes can synthese long-chain fatty acids by
providing the essential step of beta oxidation. An example of
such long-chain fatty acids is DHA. The formation of this
substance begins in the endoplasmatic reticulum. In the
peroxisome is the last step in the synthesis is performed by
shorten the forerunner by beta oxidation, which result in the
final product DHA.
3. Peroxisomes can convert long-chain fatty acids by bètaoxidation. An example of such long-chain fatty acids is cholic
acid. Cholesterol is converted in the liver through a number
of steps in THCA. THCA is a toxic precursor of Cholic acid.
The peroxisome converts THCA through beta oxidation to
the body usable cholic acid.
5.2.4. SUB-QUESTION 4: HOW TO SHOW THAT THE PEROXISOMES
STILL FUNCTION?

There are proteins needed for the construction of the
peroxisome and there are proteins necessary for the functioning
of a peroxisome.
You can add an enzyme to the cytosol that has a function inside
the peroxisome to show that the transportation through the
membrame still functions. With protein needed for building the
peroxisome, you can demonstrate that the peroxisomes are
present.
In both cases you have to add a dye and to look with a
fluorescence microscope to find the difference in pictures, to
discover the peroxisomes and their biochemical activities.
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5.3.
MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION: WHAT ARE THE
BIOCHEMICAL EFFECTS OF PEROXISOMES?
By building up long-chain-fatty acids, the peroxisomes make
substances necessary for our body, such as DHA. By
breakdown of long-chain fatty acids, such as phytanic acid,
peroxisomes prevent accumulation of these substances in the
body. Instead the fatty acids are converted into energy that we
need. By conversion of long-chain fatty acids in substances that
our body needs, the peroxisomes prevent toxic precursors of
those substance do damage. One example of such substance
is cholic acid.
So peroxisomes ensure production of essential fatty acids,
preventing accumulation of long-chain fatty acids and prevent
poisoning by intermediate products.
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properties of the peroxisomal membrane with important consequences for the alpha-oxidation
process. Finally, we present new data on the omega-oxidation of phytanic acid making use of
a recently generated mouse model for Refsum disease in which the gene encoding phytanoylCoA 2-hydroxylase has been disrupted.
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opgebouwd uit cellen. Iedere cel bevat verschillende organellen (compartimenten), elk met
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biochemical role is as the principal precursor for long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids, of
which eicosapentaenoic (20:5n-3) and docosahexaenoic acid (22:6n-3) are the most
prevalent. For infants, n-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids are required for rapid growth
of neural tissue in the perinatal period and a nutritional supply is particularly important for
development of premature infants. For adults, n-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acid
supplementation is implicated in improving a wide range of clinical pathologies involving
cardiac, kidney, and neural tissues. Studies generally agree that whole body conversion of
18:3n-3 to 22:6n-3 is below 5% in humans, and depends on the concentration of n-6 fatty
acids and long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids in the diet. Complete oxidation of dietary
18:3n-3 to CO2 accounts for about 25% of 18:3n-3 in the first 24 h, reaching 60% by 7 days.
Much of the remaining 18:3n-3 serves as a source of acetate for synthesis of saturates and
monounsaturates, with very little stored as 18:3n-3. In term and preterm infants, studies show
wide variability in the plasma kinetics of 13C n-3 long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids after
13C-18:3n-3 dosing, suggesting wide variability among human infants in the development of
biosynthetic capability to convert 18:3n-3 to 22:6n3. Tracer studies show that humans of all
ages can perform the conversion of 18:3n-3 to 22:6n3. Further studies are required to
establish quantitatively the partitioning of dietary 18:3n-3 among metabolic pathways and the
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Peroxisomes are single-membrane subcellular organelles, present in most eukaryotic cells
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The Peroxisome fulfills essential metabolic functions in lipid metabolism, both catabolic
(oxidation of pipecolic, phytanic and very-long chain fatty acids) and anabolic (synthesis of
plasmalogens and bile acids). Moreover, the peroxisome plays a key role in free radical
detoxification, differentiation, development and morphogenesis from human to yeast. Fatal
disorders are related to defective peroxisomal function or biogenesis.
The aim of PEROXISOME database (PeroxisomeDB) is to gather, organise and integrate
curated information on peroxisomal genes, their encoded proteins, their molecular function
and metabolic pathway they belong to, and their related disorders. PeroxisomeDB contains
the complete peroxisomal proteome of Homo sapiens (encoded by 85 genes) and
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (encoded by 61 genes). Now, we have included 34 new organism
genomes with the acquisition of 2426 new peroxisomal homolog proteins. PeroxisomeDB 2.0
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Cholic acid, also known as 3α,7α,12α-trihydroxy-5β-cholan-24-oic acid is a primary bile acid
that is insoluble in water (soluble in alcohol and acetic acid), it is a white crystalline substance.
Salts of cholic acid are called cholates. Cholic acid, along with chenodeoxycholic acid, is one
of two major bile acids produced by the liver where it is synthesized from cholesterol. Of the
two major bile acids, cholate derivatives represent approximately eighty percent of all bile
acids. These derivatives are made from cholyl-CoA, which exchanges its CoA with either
glycine, or taurine, yielding glycocholic and taurocholic acid respectively.
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GLOSSARY
 AA: abbreviation of the omega-6 fatty acid with the original
name (in English): Arachidonic Acid. In Dutch:
Arachidonzuur.
 ALA: abbreviation of the omega-3-fatty acid with the
original name (in English): Alpha Linolenic Acid. In Dutch
Alfa-linoleenzuur.
 Alfa-oxidation: degradation process in the peroxisome
where there is one carbon atom is taken away.
 Bèta-oxidatie: degradation process in the peroxisome
where there is two or three carbon atoms are taken away.
 Biochemical: chemical processes in a living organism.
 Biogenesis: making organelles, cells and organisms.
 Carbonyl group: the acid part of a fatty acid that consists of
two oxygen atoms, one carbon atom and one hydrogen
atom.
 Catalase: an enzyme that breaks down hydrogen peroxide
in the peroxisome.
 Cholic acid: primary bile acid.
 Citric Acid Cycle: a series of biochemical reactions in
which energy is generated.
 Cytosol: fluid in the cytoplasm of a cell.
 CoA: Coënzym A dat vetzuren activeert.
 Cytoplasma: the contents of a cell, including the cytosol.
 DHA: abbreviation of the omega-3-fatty acid with the
original name (in English): DocosaHexaenoic Acid. In
Dutch: Docosahexaeenzuur.
 Double bound: a chemical bond between two atoms using
from each atom with two electron pairs.
 Elongation: extending a fatty acid with two carbon atoms.
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 Emulsifying: mixing water and fat with each other.
 Mono-unsaturated fatty acid: a fatty acid with one double
bond.
 Single bond: a chemical bond between two atoms using
from each atom a single electron pair.
 Enzyme: a protein in the body which allows for synthesis
or degradation of a given substance.
 Enzyme system: a group of enzymes with a specific task in
the body.
 EPA: abbreviation of the omega-3-fatty acid with the
original name (in English): EicosaPentaenoic Acid. In
Dutch: Eicosapentaeenzuur.
 ER: an organelle in a cell. Full name: Endoplasmic
Reticulum.
 Hydrocarbon: a molecule with a binding between a carbon
atom and a hydrogen atom.
 Matrix: contents of a cell or organelle.
 Maximum temperatur the maximum temperature where an
enzyme a substance can function. The number of
conversions that the enzyme does here is low.
 Membrane: a boundary of a cell or organelle and its
surroundings.
 Methyl group: a side branch of a fatty acid that consists of
one carbon atom and three hydrogen atoms.
 Minimum temperature: the minimum temperature where an
enzyme a substance can build up or tear down. The
number of conversions that the enzyme does here is low
 Molecule formula: a chemical formula that displays the
number of elements of a substance.
 Mutation: a change of a gene in the DNA.
 Optimum temperature: the temperature where an enzyme
does the most conversions.
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 Optimum acidity: the acid level at which an enzyme value
does most conversions.
 Organelles: particles in a cell that have a certain function
in that cell.
 Oxidative decarboxylatone: organic reaction in which a
carbon dioxide molecule is split off.
 PBD: abbreviation for Peroxisomal Biogenises Disorder.
In Dutch: Peroxisomaal Biogenesis Defect.
 Peroxins: proteins of a peroxisome that are encoded at
the PEX genes in the DNA.
 PEX: abbreviation for a peroxin.
 PMP70: a protein in the membrane of a peroxisome.
 Phytanic acid: a branched long-chain-fatty acid.
 Stereo-isomer: isomers that differ only in the threedimensional orientations of their bindings.
 Substrate: a substance that is created or destructed by a
particular enzyme.
 Synthesis: synonym for the word ‘create’.
 THCA: the forerunner of cholic acid. Full name:
TriHydroxy-Cholestanoic Acid.
 X-ALD: abbreviation for the peroxisomal disease:
X-linked Adrenoleukodystrophy.
 Δ5-desaturase: enzyme that performs Δ5-desaturation.
This changes a single bond on the fifth place from the
delta side into a double bond.
 Δ6-desaturase: enzyme that performs Δ6-desaturation.
This changes a single bond on the sixth place from the
delta side into a double bond.
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